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Robinson Early Childhood Education Newsletter 
Sandy Rice- ECE teacher (srice@sese.org) 

Debbie Hardig - paraprofessional Laura Purcell - paraprofessional 

Shelly Seaman - Speech and Language Pathologist (sseaman@sese.org) 

Shelby Wagner-Occupational Therapy Assistant 

Jennifer Reynolds - Occupational Therapist 

Nicole Huffman-Social Worker 

Kelly Yager - School Psychologist 

Classroom phone #544-4608 

           Week of: 10/9/2018 

Core WORD of the Week: Yes/No  
Stop: Our non-dominant hand is placed flat with palm up and our dominant hand hits 

the flat side of the non-dominant hand with hand extended, fingers together and palm 

visible. Imagine an ax or knife cutting something. 

 

Go: Sign go by pointing with both hands on the direction you wish to go 

 
 

Nursery Rhyme - Here We Go (Jack Hartmann) directions song 

Book: Go Away Big Green Monster by Ed Emberley 
Colors of the Week: Yellow 

Activities:  Freeze dance, Musical chairs, Red light green light game, Blowing up a 

balloon and letting it “GO” Monster craft-Where do his eyes ears, mouth go? 
Question of the week: Where does your shirt go? (hat, socks, backpack, toys)  
Phrases you can use with the core word: 
Choice making: GO there, it GO here.  Gaining attention:  GO with me! I GO!, Requesting: I GO, I want to GO, my 

GO.  Refusing: not GO, I not GO.  Commenting: ready, set, GO! Asking for information: where GO?, where are 

we GOING? 

Things to do at Home: 
1. There are many toys/games where you can model GO. Here are some examples: 

 • Swinging - stop the swing and model “go”. • Slide - at the top of the slide, model “go”. • Spinning 

tops - wind it up and model “go” when you release it • Wind-up toys - wind it up and model “go” 

when you release it • Cars, trains (or any wheel toys) - model “go” as you push the cars, or let 

them go down a ramp. Use an old poster tube to make a “tunnel” to let cars go down through. • 

Musical instruments - model “go” as you start playing • Balloons - blow up balloons and model 

“go” as you let it go to fly around the room • Racing/running/walking/riding/pushing - model “go” 

for the start of any of these. • Traffic light game - slow down, stop, go • Blocks - model “go” when 

it is time to knock the tower down. • Music - model “go” when pressing play to start the song. Lots 

of pausing of the song will allow lots of opportunities to model “go” • Hiding games/ treasure 

hunts - model “go” when it is time to start looking. 

      2.  During cooking lessons, use GO, as you turn on blenders, start stirring, turn on the microwave, set   

                  the timer for the oven and more. 
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